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Use straight-forward language 
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From IDEAS to MARKETS: 
the Gender Factor 
 
How gender dimension can transform and 
enhance research ideas and open up new 
markets for scientific knowledge  

 

 
 
What science is missing 
when women are missing 
 

From drug discovery to seat belt design, 
women matter a lot, findings show 

 
 

Write for your audience 
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Don’t just tell me — show me 

The new perspectives emerging from the gender in science project 
create opportunities to be specific about what it means for science 
to be “gender neutral,” that is, to show that the study design has 
taken into account the needs of both women and men as equally 
important.  
 
The benefits are considerable, not only for the quality and outcomes 
of research, but also for new opportunities to apply research findings 
to create new markets for science knowledge. 

Examples? 
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When voice recognition products were first introduced to the market, 
they generally worked better for men than for women — and still do. 
These technologies could be made better if the voice recognition algorithms 
were more sensitive to the frequency of female voice, which is different to the 
men’s. 

The safety of cars, which are tested using crash dummies based on the 
male body, could be improved for women, who are not scaled down 
versions of men; they have, for instance, less muscle tissue around the neck 
and upper torso than men and hence suffer considerably greater risk of 
whiplash injury in a car crash than men do, almost five times as big. Women 
also get pregnant but designers of car seatbelts seem to be unaware that in 
this state the traditional seatbelt is a hindrance, and poses a risk to the baby. 
 
The lack of data on women in toxicology models means potentially 
greater risk that a drug will be more dangerous to women than to men, 
and that the goals of personal medicine cannot be achieved. 

For example … 
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Gendered innovations? 

Huh? 

Do explain 
academic terms 

and jargon 
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For example … 
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https://genderedinnovations.stanford.edu/ 
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Share your personal experience 
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Share your personal experience 
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What not to do. 
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Really? 

The 550 participants at 
the Gender Summit 
agreed that … 
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No one should be afraid to ask difficult questions. 
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•  Gender&is&the&only&diversity&measure&that&can&be&legally&tracked&globally&

•  The&discussion&has&evolved&from&equality)and)jus.ce)to&compe..veness&and&good)corporate)governance1&

•  Women&bring&in&key&leadership&skills&relevant&for&addressing&future&global&challenges2&

!  Intellectual&s=mula=on,&inspira=on,&par=cipatory&decision?making&and&expecta=on&seAng&

•  Gender&equality&posi=vely&correlates&with&company’s)financial)performance3)

!  Companies&with&the&most&female&board&members&outperform&those&with&the&least&on&return&on&
invested&capital&(ROIC)&by&26%&

!  Companies&with&3+&women&on&their&board&in&at&least&four&of&five&years&significantly&outperformed&
those&with&sustained&low&representa=on&by:&

46% on  
Return on Equity 

60% on Return on 
Invested Capital 

84% on 
Return on Sales 

Sources: 
1. The Current State of Corporate Gender Equality Global Trends and Figures. Marc h 2013. 
2. McKinsey’s “Women Matter”, 2008 edition 
3. Catalyst, The Bottom Line: Corporate Performance and Women’s representation on Boards (2004–2008). http://www.catalyst.org/, 2011 

The Business Case for Gender Diversity 
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Gender resources from Elsevier 
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Analytical reports 
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Gender resources at Elsevier 
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Gender resources at Elsevier 



Submitting to Elsevier Connect 
•  The first step is to email the Editor-in-Chief with your story idea 

(a.bert@elsevier.com). She will contact you to schedule a brief 
phone call to discuss the best way to present the article for our 
audience and word limit. Then a publication date is selected and 
entered onto the editorial calendar along with the deadline for the 
first draft. 

•  The editor will send you the best article template to use for your text, 
or you can download it here: 
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/author-guidelines-and-submission-
process 

•  Once you submit the article, the editor will send it back to you with 
tracked edits and questions. You can then review the copy for 
accuracy and suggest your own edits and additions, tracking any 
changes. 

Source: Author Guidelines and Submission Process:  

https://www.elsevier.com/connect/author-guidelines-and-submission-process 
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